TECHSTARS

TECHSTARS
One of the 2 meeting rooms at Techstars,
featuring a striking dot manifestation

Slate grey sofas and pendant lighting help to
create a relaxing breakout area for staff

• LOCATION: ALDGATE,
LONDON
• VALUE: UNDISCLOSED
• FLOOR AREA: 3300 SQ. FT
• DURATION: 5 WEEKS
• STAFF NO: 50

Office Profile were approached by existing client
Techspace, who asked for us to refurbish their
5th floor office area for a new tenant, TechStars.
TechStars is a global ecosystem that helps
entrepreneurs build great businesses.
The whole floor was open plan, with the breakout
area, kitchenette and main working area all
together. The floor included light wood effect
flooring, slate grey sofas, and picnic benching table
for casual working or eating space. An assortment
of black and white faux leather chairs with a small
table in the middle were arranged over in the
corner for less formal meetings
The main working area is filled with bays of white
“A” frame desks with black operator chairs. As
each desking area is occupied by a different
company, LED strip boards were inventively
utilised to scroll the company name while hanging
from the ceiling. This enables visitors and staff to
find a person within a company easier and adds a
modern twist to the floor.

‘Shake The World’ manifestation helps to
movitate and brighten up this area of the floor

There are 2 meeting rooms at TechStars, each with
a striking dot manifestation of women’s faces.
This adds some aesthetic appeal to the end of
the office, while providing privacy for those using
the meeting rooms. Both meeting rooms have
boardroom style tables with stylish tub seats along
with a TV mounted on the wall for presentations.

A black gloss kitchen provides a unique contrast
when paired with wooden worktops

Additional seating area for informal meetings or
for use as a breakout space

